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Ireland

• Ireland is one of the leading jurisdictions chosen by investors and asset 
managers to hold US life settlement portfolios, because:

• Onshore jurisdiction – EU member state, OECD member

• Availability of tax efficient vehicles

• Favourable provisions of the Ireland/US Tax Treaty to ensure maturity 
proceeds can be received by the Irish vehicle free of US withholding tax

• Typical Vehicles used in Ireland to hold US Life Settlement Portfolios:

• Qualifying Investor Alternative Investment Fund (QIAIF)

• Regulated 

• Section 110 Company

• Unregulated                 
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Irish S.110 Structure - Unregulated
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Section 110 Companies

• Objective: To hold life settlement policies in a tax efficient vehicle which is 
also entitled to the benefit of the Ireland/US Double Tax Treaty  - thus 
avoiding a US 30% withholding tax on payment of maturity proceeds

• Form: Irish private or public limited company 

• May hold / manage ‘financial assets’ (incl. insurance / reinsurance 
contracts)

• Minimum day-one value €10million

• Issues profit participating debt - interest is fully deductible (if 
appropriately structured), thus nominal profits for tax 

• Access to US Ireland Tax Treaty (subject to LOB)

• Variety of withholding tax exemptions (EU/Treaty residents / listed notes)

• Unregulated

• Easy to establish and maintain
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Irish QIAIF Structure - Regulated
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Qualifying Investor Alternative Investment Fund 
(QIAIF)

• Regulated, specialist investment fund

• Marketed only to ‘Qualifying Investors’ namely:

• Professional client under MIFID or other sophisticated investors

• Minimum subscription per investor (€100,000)

• Regulator’s requirements re borrowing and diversification do not apply – set 
by promoter

• Must have an AIFM but can be marketed across the EU on a passported basis

• QIAIF can be:

• ICAV 

• PLC 

• Unit trust

• Investment limited partnership
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Taxation of QIAIF
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At Fund Level At Investor Level

No Irish tax on income or 
gains from its underlying 
investments

No Irish WHT on payments by a 
Fund to non-Irish resident investors 
and exempt Irish resident investors 

No stamp duty on the issue, 
transfer of units in a Fund

No Irish tax on income or gains made 
by non Irish resident/ordinarily 
resident investor

VAT exemptions for provision 
of services to Funds

No capital gains tax on disposal of 
units in a fund holding Irish real 
estate for non-resident investors

No WHT on dividend or 
interest payments by an Irish 
co to a Fund

No wealth tax

Treaty Access No subscription tax



Impact of International Tax Reform

• OECD BEPS Project

• Hybrid Instruments 

• Treaty Access – multi-lateral instrument

• EU Anti Tax Avoidance Directive (ATAD)

• CFC Provisions 

• Interest Limitation Rules

• Anti-hybrid rules

• US Tax Reform

• New US Model Tax Treaty
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EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directives 

• Areas with potential impact on life settlement structures

• CFC Provisions – from 2019

• Interest Deductibility Restrictions – from 2024

• Hybrid Mismatch Provisions – from 2020

• CFC Provisions

• Imposes tax on a taxpayer in a Member State by reference to an entity or PE not otherwise 
subject to tax in that Member State where:

• The taxpayer is in a 50% group with the relevant entity; and 

• The actual corporate tax paid by the entity/PE is less than half what it would have been if 
charged to tax in the taxpayer’s Member State

• CFC rules do not apply where the CFC carries on substantive economic activity supported by 
staff, equipment, assets and premises
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EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directives 

• Interest Deductibility Restrictions

• Restricts deductibility of net interest expenses to 30% of EBITDA

• Group ratio carve-out if  taxpayer is part of a consolidated group for financial accounting 
purposes

• Options available to Member States:

• Grandfathering – may exclude loans existing on 17 June 2016 and not modified thereafter

• De minimus deduction of up to €3m (group threshold)

• Full deductibility if “standalone entity” – ie not part of a consolidated group for financial 
accounting purposes and has no associated enterprise or PE

• Exclude “financial undertakings” (credit institution, investment firm, AIFM, UCITS 
management company, AIF managed by an AIFM or supervised under national law, 
UCITS, insurance and reinsurance undertakings, certain pension institutions)

• Exclude loans used to fund long term public infrastructure 
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EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directives 

Hybrid Mismatch Provisions

4 Criteria:

• Financial instrument issued to an “associated enterprise” – eg. PPN issued by Irish S.110Co

• “Associated Enterprises” – minimum participation of 25%, including voting rights, capital and 
profit entitlement (can be increased to 50%)

• Payment under financial instrument gives rise to deduction without inclusion for PPN holder

• Payment is not included within reasonable period of time in tax computation of PPN holder

• Reasonable period of time:

• within 12 months as of the end of the payers tax period, or 

• payment will be included in jurisdiction of payee and terms are at arm’s length 

• Mismatch is attributable to difference in characterisation of PPN

Outcome:

• Deduction denied for IrishCo
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Impact on Finance Structures

• Irish Section 110 companies (and equivalent entities in other EU member states) that rely on interest 
deductibility to achieve tax neutrality will need to consider the interest deductibility restrictions

• Ireland – provisions effective from 2024; other countries may be 2019

• Consider whether Section 110 companies established as orphans and with diverse ownership of 
PPNs could be considered a “standalone entity”

• Consider whether a Section 110 company could be a “financial undertaking” eg. an unregulated 
AIF managed by an AIFM, etc. 

• Section 110 companies in a group context (rare in a life settlements structure) may cause tax to be 
recognised under CFC rules – consider group restructuring to bring IrishCo out from under higher 
tax EU holding company

• Hybrid mismatch provisions relevant – eg. deduction could be denied for an interest payment in 
Ireland if recipient treats the PPN as an equity instrument and does not recognise a taxable inclusion 
within a reasonable time. 
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New US Model Tax Treaty

• Treasury proposed changes to US Model Tax Treaty

• Released for public discussion in May 2015

• New “Special Tax Regime” provisions apply where certain income paid between related parties and
recipient is subject to a “special tax regime” permitting source country to tax income

• Article 22 – Limitation on Benefits Provision

• Derivative Benefits Test changed to “Equivalent Beneficiaries” test (95% owned by seven or
fewer)

• Base erosion requirement added to subsidiary of publicly traded co;

• Base Erosion Test (BET) applied to consolidated group

• “Special Tax Regime” exception to acceptable payments rule under BET



Questions?


